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BOOK REVIEWonAn Introdution to Quantum Computing Algorithmsby Arthur O. PittengerBirkh�auser, Deember 1999Hardover $44.95 (138 pages) ISBN: 0817641270andQuantum Computingby Mika HirvensaloSpringer, May 2001Hardover $44.95 (190 pages) ISBN: 3540667830andClassial and Quantum Computationby A. Yu. Kitaev, A. Shen, and M. N. VyalyiAmerian Mathematial Soiety, July 2002Hardover $59.00 (272 pages) ISBN: 082182161X (softover should be onsiderably heaper)A quik survey on amazon.om shows that the number of books on quantum omputing(� 20) is more than 10 times as high as the number of quantum algorithms that we havetoday (2: Shor's and Grover's). Many people in the �eld, inluding this reviewer, feel thatNielsen and Chuang's Quantum Computation and Quantum Information is probably thebest and most omprehensive of these. Nevertheless, there is room for some other bookswith di�erent perspetives. Here we review and ompare three books that fous mainlyon the algorithmi side of the �eld, and hene an a�ord to be signi�antly shorter thanNielsen and Chuang's 675-page volume.1. PittengerArthur Pittenger's An Introdution to Quantum Computing Algorithms reets its au-thor's own experiene in learning the mathematis and theoretial physis required for thesubjet, as he writes in the aknowledgments. It is generally written in a pleasant andinformal style, with muh motivation in between the mathematis. Of the three booksreviewed here it is probably the most readable.It onsists of three parts of about 40 pages eah. The �rst part (Chapters 1 and 2) overs95



94 Book reviewthe omputational model: states and operations, some quantum mehanial bakground,and the iruit model of quantum gates, generalizing lassial reversible iruits. Thehapter does not go into the issue of approximating arbitrary iruits by a �nite set ofbasis gates. The seond part (Chapter 3) reets the title of the book. It explains themain quantum algorithms: Deutsh-Jozsa, Simon, Grover, Shor, and the generalization ofthe latter to the Abelian hidden subgroup problem. The hapter is self-ontained, exeptfor some of the number theory needed for the lassial post-proessing and analysis ofShor's algorithm. The �nal part (Chapter 4) disusses quantum error-orretion in detail.It overs the 9-qubit, 7-qubit, and 5-qubit odes, as well as the general framework ofstabilizer odes and Calderbank-Shor-Steane (CSS) odes. Fault-tolerant implementationof gates is not dealt with. Still, in just 120 pages this book manages to explain muh ofthe ore of quantum omputing, and to explain it well.2. HirvensaloMika Hirvensalo's Quantum Computing is more reent but overs quite similar ground.It too is muh shorter than Nielsen-Chuang and has a lear omputer siene fous; onewonders whether Hirvensalo was aware of the earlier Pittenger book, whih he does notreferene. His style of writing is more formal and mathematial than Pittenger's.The six hapters of his book explain the iruit model (like Pittenger, without a dis-ussion of universal gate sets), Shor's algorithm, the hidden subgroup problem, Grover'salgorithm, and the polynomial method for query omplexity lower bounds. As a bonus,the last 80 pages of the book onsist of two very extensive appendies. The �rst oversthe mathematial foundations of quantum mehanis. This inludes quite a few advanedtopis that are not used in the main text, suh as an entropi version of the unertaintyrelations, Gleason's theorem that every well-behaved assignment of probabilities omesfrom a density matrix, and a haraterization of ompletely positive maps on density ma-tries. The seond appendix explains some mathematial bakground: group theory, thedisrete Fourier transform, linear algebra, number theory inluding the ontinued frationexpansion used in Shor's lassial post-proessing, and some information theory.3. Kitaev, Shen, and VyalyiThe very reent Classial and Quantum Computation by Kitaev, Shen, and Vyalyi(KSV) grew out of a ourse on lassial and quantum omputing given by Kitaev andShen in Mosow in 1999. It is a translated and expanded version of an earlier Russianbook, whih is still available for free at http://www.mme.ru/free-books for those whoan read Russian �. From a researher's perspetive it is by far the most interesting of thethree books, and I will orrespondingly be more detailed in disussing it.The book has three parts: lassial omputing, quantum omputing, and solutions toexerises. The lassial part is quite exellent. In a lear and intuitive style of writing itdesribes the essentials of the theory of lassial algorithms and omplexity. This oversTuring mahines, iruits, reversible omputing, NP-ompleteness, randomized algorithms,and the polynomial hierarhy. This 30-page exposition also inludes some more advanedresults like BPP � P=poly and BPP � �2.The quantum part of the book (Chapters 6 to 15) devotes about half of its 120 pages to a�The translation no doubt aused the oasional absene of the de�nite artile in the English text.



95thorough exposition of the quantum iruit model, inluding representing or approximatingarbitrary unitaries by means of elementary gates, quantum omputation with mixed states,and a detailed aount of measurement. After all the details of the iruit model arein plae, the book ontinues in Chapter 13 to desribe the phase estimation tehnique(originally due to Kitaev) and the way it an be used to solve the Abelian hidden subgroupproblem, inluding fatoring and disrete logarithms. Chapter 14 deals with a quantumversion of the omplexity lass NP and a omplete promise problem for this lass. Finally,Chapter 15 desribes quantum error-orreting odes and ends with a brief desriptionof Kitaev's work on tori odes and anyons, where error orretion would be a naturalproperty of the underlying physial system itself.Apart from its oniseness and rigor, one of the main strengths of this book is theattention it gives to Kitaev's ontributions to quantum omputing. These inlude a de-tailed analysis of eÆient approximation of arbitrary iruits using only gates from aspei� �nite basis, the Abelian hidden subgroup problem, quantum NP-ompleteness,and tori odes. These topis are explained in muh detail and with many subtleties andinsights that are often glossed over in other presentations|and for things like quantumNP-ompleteness there is no other presentation. A good understanding of the quantumpart of this book (inluding the exerises and their solutions) will provide the researherwith invaluable insights and tools for new researh.At the same time, this bias towards Kitaev's quantum work may also be viewed asa weakness of this book. Even if one restrits attention to omputer siene aspets ofquantum omputing, various things are missing. The work of a number of key researhersis ompletely ignored, inluding that of Andris Ambainis, Harry Buhrman, Daniel Gottes-man, Peter H�yer, Rihard Jozsa, Mihele Mosa, and Umesh Vazirani. Between them,these people have ontributed a large fration of the main results on quantum algorithmsand omplexity, yet none of their papers is even ited. The Deutsh-Jozsa algorithm isabsent; there is nothing about the appliations of Grover's algorithm in ounting, ollision-�nding et. The result that Grover's algorithm is optimal for quantum searh is onlymentioned in passing and the paper that �rst proved this (Bennett, Bernstein, Brassard,and Vazirani \Strengths and weaknesses of quantum omputing") is not ited. There isnothing else on lower bounds, virtually nothing about quantum ommuniation or om-muniation omplexity, no quantum ryptography, et. The book's over suggests using itas a textbook for a graduate ourse on quantum omputing, but I fear that suh a oursewould give a somewhat biased view of the �eld.A seond problem with using this book for a ourse is the disparity between its lassialand quantum parts. These are apparently written predominantly by di�erent authors. Thelassial part is generally very well and intuitively written, and does not presuppose muh.On the other hand, the quantum part is a muh less smooth read. It is signi�antly moredemanding and not quite self-ontained. For instane, the proof that the standard basisof elementary gates an eÆiently approximate iruits over other bases (Setion 8.3)assumes some knowledge of Lie groups and Lie algebras, and the last setions about error-orreting odes assume some aquaintane with homology of manifolds. Again, this maybe problemati when using KSV as a textbook for a ourse, sine most students will not bevery familiar with this material. As another example, the use of quantum phase estimationin quantum algorithms is originally due to Kitaev, but the exposition of his method inthe subsequent paper \Quantum algorithms revisited" by Cleve, Ekert, Mahiavello, and



96 Book reviewMosa is muh more lear than the exposition given here.The above points notwithstanding, a lot an be learned from this book; muh morethan from the other two, but it requires a greater e�ort by the reader. This is �ne whenthat reader is a researher|and that is probably where the book will be used the most:as a valuable resoure for people who want to look up or learn the intriaies of things likethe iruit model, quantum NP-ompleteness, et.4. Comparison and onlusionThe overlap between these three books is quite large. All three are expliitly orientedtowards omputer siene, devoting most of their pages to the quantum iruit modeland the main quantum algorithms. The ontents of the Pittenger and Hirvensalo booksin partiular are very lose. The main di�erenes are that Pittenger has a hapter onerror-orretion and his style of writing is somewhat more informal and intuitive, whileHirvensalo has a hapter on lower bounds and some more mathematial bakground (suhas ontinued frations).The KSV book o�ers more than the other two books. This inludes a suint butvery nie introdution to a lot of lassial omplexity theory, a more in-depth disussionof the quantum iruit model, and topis like quantum NP-ompleteness and tori odesthat are not readily available in any other books. On the downside, I found its quantumpart more demanding and harder to read at times than the other two books.All three books are preise and reasonably suint introdutions to the algorithmiaspets of the �eld of quantum omputation. As suh they will be most useful to omputersientists and mathematiians who want to learn about the algorithms without beingbothered too muh by the physis. The books are suitable for a 1-semester ourse onquantum algorithms (omitting some of the more advaned setions in the ase of KSV). Allthree books have many exerises, but KSV is the only one that gives the solutions as well.Hirvensalo disusses some lower bounds but Pittenger and KSV do not, and none of thebooks treat ommuniation-based topis like quantum ryptography, hannel apaities,or ommuniation omplexity, nor the various appliations of Grover's algorithm.So, whih book to hoose? If you want a very aessible �rst introdution to quantumalgorithms, I would reommend Pittenger's book. If you prefer more formal mathematis,Hirvensalo also gives a good �rst introdution to roughly the same topis. If you havesuÆient mathematial maturity and/or are prepared to do some work while reading,then go for the KSV book. For everyone with a broader interest in quantum omputing(inluding quantum information theory), I would still reommend Nielsen and Chuangover these books. It ontains muh more material, is very readable, and not signi�antlymore expensive than the three books disussed here.Finally, to all those urrently working on yet another book about quantum omputing:what this �eld needs most is more algorithms, not more books.Ronald de Wolf (rdewolf�wi.nl)CWIKruislaan 4131098 SJ AmsterdamThe Netherlands


